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What exists as the energy that continues to persist 

as Van Gogh? Startling interior monarch? Dazzling solar richter as amalgam 

of colour? Stunning maze that post-exists as impalpable eureka?  

 

To generically paraphrase Artaud, Van Gogh remains equivalent to 

inexhaustible solar forces, to mirrors that rise and extend themselves above 

a cranial form of darkness. As compressed and inevitable scar he remains 

sun-like in demeanour, a pullulating comet, an indigo that both blazes and 

darkens. For the collective mind he remains  im-perishable as habitat, as 

beckoning that rises above itself, rife with mysterious clauses that enter in 

and out of the contorted forbearance he privately occupied. Not simply 

personal stealth announced as dates according to  arising and passing but 

as sumptuous power no conventional respiration can possibly animate.  

 

We can consult printed plates, wander in and out the doors of museums, 

scour private collections of work, while in the main remaining only partially 

filled. Not due to the work and it's lack of power, but due to dampening by 

sterile scholarship that lessens its presence when equated with his name. I 

think in this regard of an invisible wattage that subsumes all cognizant 

particulars of his work no matter how many drawings remain  surveyed by 

cognizant prescription.  
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Within his personal living dimension we can account for few painters that 

have overcome such towering deficit and rise and subsume society within 

their fire. In this sense he remains transmuted mirage that rises and extends 

beyond all cognitive appraisal. He provokes at length beyond three 

dimensional jurisdiction a ripeness endemic with ardour, all the while 

remaining and alive alchemical with disjunction. As for the given customs 

of his day Van Gogh so overcame them he has that to recall their particulars 

provides the mind no succor and can only address a secondary animation. 

And this secondary animation consists of nothing other than circumstantial 

darkening.  He creatively survived this darkening constructed as it was 

upon perfect in-fulfillment. Because his miasma continues to writhe and 

provoke carnivorous spillage the viewer remains conversant with his 

creative acreage  as impalpable fertility. Of course one can never simulate 

his range so as to simulate his corpse with its corpse like creations so as to 

justify their within the confines of the marketplace. Of course his works are 

not simple molecules that litter and collect on this Earth.  In keeping with 

the latter insight one then thinks of glycerin that momentarily fails to 

explode so that  imagination grazes the long-term remnants of itself, not so 

much via material conquest but as impalpable largesse that hurtles as a 

spore across incalcuable distance. Never imagination as some brokered 

impasse that exists according to a realm that can only condone dendritic 

impasse but as energy that sires fecund global neurology.  
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Examining his works the spectacular attains achievement and only 

partially clarifies his larger odyssey assumed according to prior example or 

event. This latter latter assessment remains unfortunate and clinically 

obtuse in regards to prior accomplishment by engaging nothing other than 

delimited tautology. His siblings, his wrangling with cultural gatekeepers 

remains tragic via special energy misspent the latter response remaining 

always dimmed as rejoinder in comparison to what his paintings 

revealed.  Such territorial minutiae  can never render exploded cataracts or 

redirect their energy in the service of art. This  remains energy that is inert 

insufficiently charged by an efficacy that submits itself to its own 

dissolution.   

 

One thinks of a draft of an overrated landscape painted according to the 

principles of fatigue. The latter becomes conscripted to a catalouge of de-

accelerated lightning whose logistical inertia carries the mind via an 

inarticulate journey to an aroma that seems to waft from aromas not unlike 

that from a rotted leg of mutton.  

 

The latter being analogy more akin to anecdotal tundra poisoned 

by  squandered energy that remains feckless and inert. Should one 

examine achievement in accordance with squandered assessment this then 

registers as minutiae for confinement that conscripts our day to day  mental 

assessment . Not only is delimit revealed, but backsliding prevails and 

reveals a collective fraying cantankerous with geriatrics.  
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One asks via concluding tenor what do Van Gogh's sunflowers imply? 

One can appraise these flowers as they relate  to his starry skies, to his 

infernal cafes. As for painted rhythm they reveal contortions that,  amount 

to fecund gifts that continue to accrue from existential tension.  

 

As for all his living rhythm it continues to soar and go beyond  itself far 

beyond his private personal demons operant as they were on a lesser scale. 

Say, if one could meet his work on a superior plane  it would reveal further 

implication of itself and announce its vision as it continues to soar and 

announce itself to itself succor that extends beyond any conscious 

disruption as it explores and reveals greater and greater extra dimensional 

experience.  

 


